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By chance, I visited the opening of a new space for art in Madrid on the same day I finished reading El 

puño invisble (The Invisble Fist) by Carlos Granés. Apparently there is nothing in common between this 

book, published three years ago, and an exhibition dedicated to a painter that will hardly appear in a 

general newspaper or culture supplement except, perhaps, on the day of his death. But suddenly the 

paintings of Alfonso Galván appeared before me as a modest and intimate epilogue to Granés’ text. 

 

As an art enthusiast that witnesses the development of contemporary art, at least its most visible face, 

with reservation, The Invisible Fist has been a revelation for me. Starting with the birth of Futurism in 

1909 and ending today, the Colombian Carlos Granés explores the development of avant-garde art 

throughout the 20th century and arrives at a surprising conclusión: in a century of utopias, it was the 

cultural, not the political, avant-gardes that truly transformed society. Dadaism, born in the 1910s and 

based on concepts such as humour, infantilism and anti-elitism, proved to be a more durable 

revolution than the Marxist utopia. But if until May of 1968 these cultural movements played a role in 

the margins of society, from the 70s onwards their attitudes became part of the Establishment. 

 

Insitutionolized transgression, Granés boldly argues, has taken a great deal of contemporary art to the 

extreme of absurdity. With the stimulating echo of the book still in mind, I visited the opening of 

Sociedad Anónima gallery without knowing what to expect. I arrived and began to see what was 

hanging on the walls not without certain surprise. It’s almost defiate to see a new space for 

contemporary art opening its doors with a proud exhibition of works that are so silent. In his good eye 

for detail and strong spirituality, I found quick similarities between the landscapes of Alfonso Galván 

and Joaquín Risueño. Apart from this, Galván feels a profound admiration towards Chinese painting, 

which is reflected rather explicitly in a series of small nature studies made with ink. I witnessed with 

glee how these homages had not the slightest trace of postmodern irony or apropiationism. Today, an 

art like Galván’s would be almost subversive if it wasn’t for the fact that it is completely unnoticed, not 

only in mainstream culture, but also in specialised circles. 

 

I don’t mean to say that Alfonso Galván is some kind of saviour. I still don’t possess an informed 

opinion of his work, as I couldn’t fully appreciate his paintings at the opening. But this is perhaps my 

best praise towards them: they require a second visit. They are not works that are immediately 

digested, like the residual art Granés describes, that enlarges the bibliography of contemporary art as 
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easily as it will be forgotten. A new space for contemporary art opening its doors looking for quality 

before celebrity will always be good news. 
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